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Development of dose-evaluation methods in CT examinations with considering 
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Abstract 

Objective In this study, it aims to develop correction coefficients for estimating organ doses to 
patients of any size attended to daily clinical practice. These results can be used for computer tomography 
(CT) dose calculators such as WAZA-ARI.  

Study 1 We randomly selected 11 males and 10 females from the clinical data with different body size 
from the average Japanese size like the JM and JF phantom. The body size can be characterized by AP, 
LAT and perimeter measured by using a voxel-conversion tool for CT image data. Since there are a 
number of studies for categorization of human body types so far, the relation with weight, AP, LAT, and 
perimeter has been already compared. This study calculated the indexes called BMI and effective 
diameter (ED) for each patient other than previous methods, and then examined the relation of those 
calculated values with organ sizes. Furthermore, this study also measured the volume of each organ from 
the clinical data such as lung, heart, stomach, liver, gallbladder, kidney, pancreas, spleen, urinary bladder, 
and womb, and analyzed their relations with body weights. As a result, no significant relation was 
observed between organs volumes and body weights in males. In females, however, a statistically 
significant relation was observed between body weights and organ volumes only in several organs, 
gallbladder, kidney, spleen, and urinary bladder.  

Study 2 Calculation of organ doses was conducted by the Monte-Carlo simulations using a PHITS 
code where X-ray was irradiated against human voxel phantoms by structuring a quasi-CT scanner. As the 
results of the Monte-Carlo simulations, we analyzed the relation between organ doses and ED in JM, JF 
and patient phantoms, and obtained the equations for predicting patient-specific organ doses using ED. In 
addition, we compared patient-specific organ doses with the ED-modified organ doses given by the 
WAZA-ARI that uses the JM and JF phantoms with average Japanese sizes. The difference in males was 
approximately 10% in the stomach and less than 7% in other organs. The ED-based equation by 
combining males and females provided a better agreement with the average errors of -4.8% in females 
and -6.2% in males. However, in some cases, ED-based prediction was inconsistent with patient-specific 
organ doses, particular in heart and stomach. It was found that the size of the lung largely influenced 
x-ray transport and consequently the organ doses departed from the ED-based prediction. 

Conclusion This study provided how to patient-specific organ doses from adult body CT scans for a 
patient with the different body size from JM and JM phantom with an error of ±10% or lower.


